
PVC (polyvinyl chloride) has been called “The Poison 

Plastic” because when burned or tossed into landfills it 

releases chemicals that have been linked to cancer, birth 

defects, and a host of other diseases. When PVC is 

burned in incinerators, landfill fires, backyard barrels, 

building fires, etc., dioxins and other toxic combustion 

by-products are formed and released into the air and 

in ashes.

Dioxins are among the most potent and long lasting 

toxic chemicals ever tested. Dioxins find their way into 

our food chain and our environment and if ingested, 

inhaled or absorbed in sufficient quantities can alter liver 

and kidney function, harm the immune and reproductive 

systems and cause cancer.
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We’ve made a pledge of our own:
No PVC. No Extra Cost.

Take The PVC-Free Pledge

®

Not only are harmful chemicals release into our environ-

ment through the disposal of PVC, but other recyclable 

products that come into contact with PVC are also 

rendered unrecyclable. One single PVC bottle can 

render 100,000 recyclable bottles unusable. Often PVC 

is not listed in products and/or packaging—which can 

lead to contaminating other recyclables.  

Approximately 7 billion pounds of PVC products end 

up in the trash annually. This is why 10 years ago we 

took a pledge to be PVC-Free and do our part to 

eliminate this poison from our environment.

Moldex – PVC-Free for 10 years and counting.



Moldex and the “PVC-Free” Pledge.

At Moldex we put excellence into everything we do, 

from the materials we use in making our products to 

the footprint we leave on our 

environment. This is why 

10 years ago Moldex 

took a “PVC-Free 

Pledge” to eliminate 

PVC from our products 

and packaging. 

Businesses are phasing out PVC.

We are joined by other leading companies such as Nike, 

Apple, General Motors, Johnson and Johnson, Samsung, 

Toyota, General Mills, and others in incorporating safer 

more sustainable materials into our 

products and practices. We are 

part of a growing business trend 

that see environmentally 

preferred purchasing programs 

as not only a competitive 

advantage, but a win-win

for our customers and 

for future generations.

PVC-Free Makes Sense

Moldex has the only complete line 

of PVC-Free hearing and respiratory 

products. All with absolutely no 

compromise in quality and at no 

extra cost. So you can upgrade to 

PVC-Free for free. And that is an 

idea that makes sense and is good 

for business and the environment.

“When one tugs at a single thing 
in nature, he finds it attached to the
rest of the world.” 
                                 –  John Muir – 


